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Hokkaido, Japan,
17,000 km and 12
time zones away
from Santiago de

Chile 

Contextualising our article 

Northernmost
prefecture of Japan,
a third of its land

size, only 4% of total
population  

Incorporated into
Japan 1868, 

Home to the Ainu 
 people, who were

officially
acknowledged as

Indigenous people in
2008

Ainu Mosir is Hokkaido's

Indigenous name (land of people) 

Traditional Ainu Dance (photo by M. Okada)



Tourism and the Ainu -

Three historical phases 

Boom time (1960s to 1990s): 
Domestic tourists flocking to Hokkaido,

Ainu culture still treated as backward,

Predatory exploitation by Wajin operators,

Indigenous entrepreneurs criticised internally

as "Tourism Ainu",

Vehicle for revitalising traditional culture

and fostering cultural successors.

Meiji era (1868-1912) + until 1930s: 
Initially only entertainment for a wealthy few,

Later large scale immigration of Wajin [ethnic

Japanese] to Hokkaido,

Nation building - Ainu portrayal 'exotic' and 'primitive',

Attractions For and By Wajin.

2008 - present time 
Officially recognised as Indigenous,

Development - income generation

'Irankarapte' campaign 2013

Ainu Policy Promotion Act 2019 

“Upopoy – A Symbolic Space for

Ethnic Harmony” 2020

(National Ainu Museum, National

Ainu Park, and National Keeping

Place) 

Irankarapte Campaign at Airport

Symbolic Space for Ethnic

Harmony-Upopoy Open



New challenges arising 

Upopoy, primary role: national centre for

revitalising Ainu culture + promoting

understanding of Ainu history and culture 

28+1 municipalities are implementing Ainu

tourism promotion project, and 7 have projects

to promote the branding of Ainu culture

Collaboration with craftspeople & artists,

incorporating Ainu culture in products & services.

Ainu tourism used to

be in specific

districts where Ainu

culture was

traditionally passed

down - now wider. 

Map of Upopoy (https://ainu-upopoy.jp/en/facility/)

Previous Ainu Tourist sites in Hokkaido

Akan

Asahikawa

Shiraoi
Biratori



New challenges arising  

In response to Discrimination,

slander and criticism - 

Hokkaido DMO published

Guidebook with checklists

Akan Ainu Consulun inc. - protect

intellectual property, connect operators

to actors - though still challenges.

Due to rise of interest Ainu

language and Ainu patterns are

now used on commercial products

without original cultural context. 

Japanese society has not yet

overcome the stigma of colonising

other people during Meiji and the

following periods, a trauma

underlying problems 



Potential in implementing

Culturally sensitive tourism 

Upopoy, called a place of “ethnic harmony”
celebrating “multicultural coexistence”,

however, slogans created by majority Wajin

administrators, not by local custodians.

Culturally sensitive tourism -

concept developed by ARCTISEN

team; communities, SMEs, NGOs,

researchers, WINTA

"Sensitive" - earlier connotations

"vulnerable" or "fragile", but here

rather related to senses - 'a

subjective orientation towards

otherness' (Viken, et al, 2021)

Adapted from Bennett (1986) - 'Development

model of cultural sensitivity'  



Culturally sensitive tourism 2
No "one-size-fits-all" as the local

always is shaped by its own history

and context

Adapted from Viken, Höckert, & Grimwood

(2021) - 'Conceptualising cultural

sensitivity in tourism'  

Good example; PATA's (2015)

guidelines and checklists, based on

the Larrakia declaration 

Modern tourism unnecessarily

extractive - Indigenous values based

on holistic thinking, exchanges, and

meetings
Should  provide spaces and experiences

for not only to exploring the other, but

also the self



Conclusion
Tourism and the Ainu - have

never been on equal

footing, been based on

stereotypes from the past 

 Lost opportunity in not

learning from nor

respecting the lived

knowledge of the other

- tourism has been

exploitative by

essentializing the Ainu 

 Good practices: 

Akan Ainu Consulun

Hokkaido DMO guidebook

The three Rs of

culturally sensitive

tourism: Recognition,

Respect & Reciprocity 

Our next steps are to

introduce, translate and adapt

internationally available

material to communities, and to

municipalities in Ainu Mosir/

Hokkaido

https://researchmap.jp/arcotetsu
https://researchmap.jp/JohanEdelheim
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